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Abstract: Global market provides opportunities for business owners to grow their business. However, to what extent farmers – as one of business owners – take benefits from the global markets remains unclear. This paper aims to investigate the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on farmers’ involvement in global supply chain, in turn on farm performance. The data were gathered from a survey of 320 samples of vegetable farmers in three regions in West Java, Indonesia. Using PLS analysis, our findings demonstrate that farmers with higher entrepreneurial orientation (reflected by dimensions of innovativeness, proactiveness, risk taking, competitive aggressiveness, and autonomy), involve more in global supply chain, and gain higher farm performance. Ultimately, the more farmers involve in global supply chain, the higher their farm performance. Our findings provide an empirical support for the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on enabling farmers’ ability to involve in broader supply chains beyond the domestic ones. As a consequence, farmers enjoy better farm performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia actively participates in global or regional markets, such as ASEAN-China Free Trade Area (ACFTA), ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), and ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). These free trade agreements not only provide more opportunities but also create more competitions among (local and international) business actors, including actors in the vegetable subsector. The positive impact of these agreements is indicated by the growth of export volume of horticulture products by 0.97% per year exclusively, and by the growth of vegetables export volume by 13.50% per year (Statistics Indonesia, 2014).

Although the free trade agreement seems to give a positive positive impact on the export performance of vegetables, the domestic markets are also threatened by the surge of the imported horticulture increasing by 1.63% per year, including imported vegetables that grow 16.90% per year (Statistics Indonesia, 2014). As a result, the growth of imported vegetables is higher when compared to the growth of exported vegetables. It may indicate that consumers prefer to buy imported vegetables, such as ones from China or Thailand, which show better appearance and relatively lower price than that of the local vegetables. Hence, these dynamic global markets challenge all business actors in the domestic markets including markets to optimally take the opportunities and effectively deal with possible threats.

Farmers are important actors in the vegetable sector. However, it remains unclear to what extent farmers especially smallholders engage in global markets and enjoy the opportunities shared in the markets (Kaplinsky, 2004). The literature inconclusively agrees with the critiques who propose that the global markets and the growth of modern markets provide more market opportunities for smallholders (Kaplinsky, 2004; van Dijk and Trieuken, 2011; Shalendra et al. 2013). The literature also recognizes the importance of entrepreneurship as a source of innovation to effectively engage in the dynamic competitive markets (Kaplinsky, 2000; Kaplinsky, 2004; Swanson, 2006; Amanor, 2009; Riisgaard et al. 2010). Building upon the concept of entrepreneurial orientation and supply chain, we aim to investigate the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on farmers’ involvement in global supply chain and on farm performance, and in turn the impact of the farmers’ involvement in global supply chain on farm performance.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the methods for data collection, model specification, hypotheses, and data analysis. In this section, we also provide the structural model incorporating entrepreneurial orientation, global supply chain, and farm performance. Next, we present the results of descriptive statistics and hypothesis tests and discuss the results. We conclude the paper by summarizing the main results including limitations, directions for future studies, and recommendations for policy makers.

METHODS

Our study was conducted in West Java, one of the largest vegetable producing areas in Indonesia. This area is close to big cities like Jakarta and Bandung, where modern markets like supermarkets and export markets are growing. On the other hand, traditional markets for vegetables are available in and around West Java, thus farmers have many options to choose the buyers of their products. Closeness to modern markets (local and international) or traditional markets makes farmers in West Java have high possibility to be exposed to new information and business opportunities. Hence, this setting of West Java makes it relevant for the study of global value chain in relation to entrepreneurial orientation and farm performance.

The data were gathered in three regions of West Java: Bandung, Garut, and Cianjur from May to September 2016. These three regions were chosen based on the criteria of large variations in market options and in agricultural technologies. Data from Statistic Indonesia listed 29,247 farmers producing vegetables in West Java in 2013. After confirming the list to the local government and extension agents, we administered farmers whom we used as our sampling frame for the survey. We randomly chose 320 farmers as the samples for further analyses. The survey was conducted using face-to-face interviews.

Model specification

The literature defines entrepreneurial orientation as to a set of organizational activities in strategic-making process including practices, methods, and styles to explore and exploit new opportunities (Miller, 1983; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Stevenson and Jarillo, 2007). Entrepreneurial orientation consists of five dimensions,
Entrepreneurial orientation helps firms/farms to face the changes by being proactive in anticipating future demand, fearless in taking considerable risks, and innovative in introducing new products (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). In this paper, entrepreneurial orientation is expected to improve farm performance (Grande et al. 2011, Verhees et al. 2012). Therefore, entrepreneurial orientation enables firms or farms to achieve better performance by being adaptive in facing environment changes.

Entrepreneurial orientation is associated with organizational knowledge including market knowledge (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005). Knowledge allows firms to anticipate opportunities caused by the environmental changes (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Furthermore, knowledge about markets may enable firms to explore and exploit opportunities, and ultimately may improve firm performance for several reasons: (1) understanding customer problems helps firms realize opportunities, (2) market knowledge allows firms to find market value of technological knowledge, (3) interaction with customers as users may facilitate firms to discover opportunities by creating innovations that meet customers’ needs (Von Hippel, 1986; Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005). Accordingly, entrepreneurial orientation is likely to enhance firms’ ability in accumulating market knowledge especially orientation towards global supply chain, and in turn orientation towards global supply chain is likely to improve firm or farm performance.

Modern markets including global markets provide more market opportunities for farmers especially in supply chain. Supply chain management supports business strategies of firms along the chains to jointly involve in creative and innovative activities (Dunne, 2001). A previous study suggests that farmers’ entrepreneurial behavior plays an important role in supply-chain performance (Velde et al. 2006). In addition, another study shows that entrepreneurial orientation contributes to enhance farm performance (Grande et al. 2011).

Although the concept of global supply chain involves diverse actors of the chain, this paper focuses on global supply chain from the farmers’ perspective as the primary actor in the chain. For the case of vegetables, the global supply chain consists of actors, such as farmers as vegetable producers/growers, middle men, exporters, and retailers (Sunanto, 2013). Because vegetables in Indonesia are mainly produced by smallholders, they become important actors for the global supply chain of vegetables. Vegetable farmers deal with actors in the global supply chain with different types of transaction. Most farmers independently sell their products without any formal contractual agreement with buyers (e.g. to middle men), but few farmers already have the agreement with buyers (e.g. vegetable suppliers for modern markets/exporters) (Sahara and Gyau, 2014). We focus on the relationships between farmers and buyers who directly buy farmers’ products, especially with buyers/actors that are linked with export or import markets.

We categorize farmers involving in the global supply chain if they make transactions or have contractual agreement with actors who involve in the global supply chain of vegetables, such as exporters or modern food retails (which provide both local and imported vegetables). As suppliers in modern food retails, vegetable farmers face a competition with suppliers of imported vegetables (e.g. from China or Thailand) in terms of quality, quantity, varieties, and prices. Therefore, these farmers have to provide the buyers (who are linked with export or import markets) products with certain criteria, such as vegetables with a premium quality on certain quantities (Natawidjaja et al. 2007).

This paper elaborates global supply chain and farm performance as dependent variables, and entrepreneurial orientation was the independent variable. Our structural model incorporates both reflective and formative construct to present the variables (Figure 1.)
We argue that farmers who have a higher degree of entrepreneurial orientation will have more involvement in global supply chains; and in turn the farmers will participate in modern markets including global markets, and ultimately enhance farm performance. Our related hypotheses:

H1: Farmers with higher entrepreneurial orientation will have more involvement in global supply chains.

H2: Farmers with higher entrepreneurial orientation will have better farm performance.

H3: Farmers who have more involvement towards global supply chains will have better farm performance.

To test the hypotheses, the data were analyzed with Partial Least Squares (PLS) using the open-access statistical software R with PLSPM Package (Sanchez at al. 2017).

Independent variables

Entrepreneurial orientation. Entrepreneurial orientation was operationalized with five dimensions, namely: innovativeness, proactiveness, risk taking, competitive aggressiveness, and autonomy (Lumpkin and Dess 1996). Each dimension was a reflective construct that was measured by three indicators, where each indicator was calculated as the aggregation of seven sub-indicators. The value of each score ranges from 0 to 7. We used cumulative scores to measure these dimensions to reduce the potential of self-reporting bias, which usually occurs in perceptual measures (Andersen, 2010). The reliability of the constructs were shown by the scores of Cronbah’s Alpha (CA), DG rho, the close range of 1st and 2nd Eigen value (eig).

Proactiveness. Proactiveness was measured as the extent to which farmers take initiatives, being the first introducing new products or technologies, and being a reference of other farmers (Covin and Slevin, 1989; Grande et al. 2011). This construct shows sufficient reliability (CA = 0.63; DG rho = 0.80; 1st eig = 1.73; 2nd eig= 0.75).

Innovativeness. Innovativeness was operationalized as intensity in R&D activities, number of new products, and the degree of technological changes (Covin and Slevin, 1989). This construct shows good reliability (CA = 0.82; DG rho = 0.89; 1st eig = 2.20; 2nd eig= 0.54).

Risk taking. Risk taking was calculated as an eagerness to involve in high-risk activities with unknown returns, braveness in achieving goals, and efforts to seek new opportunities (Covin and Slevin, 1989). This construct demonstrates sufficient reliability (CA = 0.86; DG rho= 0.81; 1st eig = 1.73; 2nd eig= 0.73).

Competitive aggressiveness. Competitive aggressiveness was measured as a tendency to monitor the environment and competitors, being aggressive over competitors, and react to competitive threats (Hughes and Morgan, 2007; Lumpkin and Dess, 2001). This construct posits good reliability (CA = 0.82; DG rho = 0.89; 1st eig = 2.22; 2nd eig= 0.52).

Autonomy. Autonomy was operationalized as independency in modifying business, freedom in making decisions and taking actions, and being the knowledge leader (Miller, 1983; Hughes and Morgan, 2007). This construct demonstrates sufficient reliability (CA = 0.62; DG rho = 0.80; 1st eig = 1.84; 2nd eig= 0.95).

Figure 1. Model specification
Dependent variables

This paper used two constructs as dependent variables, i.e. farmers’ involvement towards global supply chains and farm performance. Meanwhile, five dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation act as independent variables, and the relationships of these two constructs are developed to test the three hypotheses.

Farmers’ involvement towards global supply chain. This construct is a reflective one, which was measured by five indicators, which are calculated as scores: (1) Farmer market bargaining position measuring the power of farmers in controlling the transaction process, (2) farmer market orientation measuring the farmer sensitivity toward consumer needs, (3) farmers knowledge concerning export markets, (4) import markets, and (5) domestic markets for their products. This construct posits good reliability (CA = 0.79; DG rho = 0.85; 1st eig = 2.74; 2nd eig = 0.84).

Farm performance. Farm performance was measured using objective measures to avoid the potential of common method bias (Andersén, 2010). This construct is a formative one, which was measured by eight indicators: (1) Number of market functions conducted by farmers at farm level, (2) buyer types, (3) value of vegetables sold in a year, (4) farm size, (5) value of non-land farm assets, (6) number of vegetable types produced in a year, (7) cropping intensity within a year, and (8) vegetables pricing. In addition, buyer types were measured by the degree of market institutions involved in global supply chains, and vegetable pricing was measured by the degree of farmers’ bargaining power in determining price of their products. We expect that the more powerful the farmers in determining prices, the higher the score of vegetable pricing.

RESULTS

The descriptive statistics show that the size of vegetable farms are mainly small (1.90 hectares on average), but they yield relatively high gross farm income (Table 1) compared to other crops, such as rice farms. Most farms produce various types of vegetables, in which the cropping intensity is more than 100% per year. Some farmers produce vegetables for domestic/traditional markets, whereas some others produce high-value vegetables dedicated for export markets or modern food retails, such as sweet peppers or French beans. Compared to farmers of other crops like rice, vegetable farmers seem to have more freedom to decide what types of vegetable to be produced and what markets to deliver the products, either domestic or global markets.

Farmers’ involvement in global supply chain can be seen from market functions and transactions with export markets or modern food retails. We found that the most important market functions conducted by farmers to be involved in global supply chain are sorting, grading, and packaging. In indicates that these farmers are concern on requirements to provide especially global markets with high-quality vegetables. We found that 66% of farmers in our samples are directly or indirectly involved in the global supply chain of vegetables (Table 1).

Generally, vegetable farmers are free to choose marketing channels that provide them with good prices. Their decisions are mainly based on sales and payment procedures. Most farmers prefer pricing method either by buyer-seller negotiations (47%) or based on current market prices (40%) (Table 1). It indicates that market structure faced by vegetable farmers tends to be perfect competition. It seems that although vegetable farmers are mainly smallholders, they have bargaining position in the global supply chain of vegetables.

Path coefficients of structural model are presented in Figure 2. The results confirm hypothesis 1 claiming that farmers with a higher degree of entrepreneurial orientation will involve more in global supply chain, which were explained by all dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation (proactiveness: $\beta = 0.24, p \leq 0.01$; innovativeness: $\beta = 0.22, p \leq 0.01$; risk taking: $\beta = 0.14, p \leq 0.01$; competitive aggressiveness: $\beta = 0.22, p \leq 0.01$; autonomy: $\beta = 0.16, p \leq 0.01$). Next, the results partly confirm hypothesis 2 expecting that farmers with a higher degree of entrepreneurial orientation will have better farm performance, which was explained only by proactiveness dimension ($\beta = 0.20, p \leq 0.01$). Finally, the results also confirm hypothesis 3 arguing that farmers who involve in global supply chains will have better farm performance. Our results; thus, prove the formulated hypotheses.
Table 1. Characteristics of vegetable farmers and marketing chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Number of Farmers</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farm Size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.5 ha</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>40.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–1.0 ha</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1.0 ha</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>42.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Land Assets (000,000 IDR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>82.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 –500</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 500</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value of Product Sold (000,000 IDR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>19.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 100–200</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>19.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>45.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product Buyer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Traders</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>65.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperatives and modern institutions</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>34.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marketing Functions at the Farm Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>41.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grading</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>60.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price Determinant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer and buyer</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>47.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market price</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n= 320

Figure 2. Results of the research model
This paper aims to investigate the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on farmers’ involvement in global supply chain and on farm performance, and the impact of farmers’ involvement in global supply chain on farm performance. The results show that all dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation (i.e. proactiveness, innovativeness, risk taking, competitive aggressiveness, and autonomy) positively influence their involvement in the global supply chain of vegetables. It indicates that entrepreneurial orientation helps farmers especially smallholders to access and participate in global supply chains. Entrepreneurial orientation helps farmers to overcome obstacles in accessing global supply chains. For instance, the dimensions of proactiveness and innovativeness facilitate farmers in fulfilling (global) markets with high-quality vegetables. Although previous studies show that entrepreneurial orientation are mainly owned big companies or big farmers, our results show that entrepreneurial orientation is also important for smallholders. One may notice that entrepreneurial orientation matters for smallholders to access global supply chains if they produce high-value crops. It may be because global supply chains prefer this type of crop (e.g. high-value vegetables) that makes smallholders have an opportunity to participate in this global supply chains.

Our results show that all dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation improve farmers’ involvement in global supply chain of vegetables (Figure 2). This indicates that, firstly, proactive farmers who take the initiatives, be the first mover in the market, and be a reference for other farmers, tend to have higher orientation towards global supply chains. Their tendency to anticipate future needs (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996) may lead them to take initiatives to reach broader markets (e.g. export markets or modern food retails) beyond the existing markets (e.g. traditional markets). Their initiatives to reach broader markets beyond the existing markets (e.g. traditional markets) may lead them to link with exporters or modern food retails. Secondly, innovative farmers who intensively involve in R&D activities produce new products or improve their farm technologies, tend to involve in global supply chain. It may be because global supply chains provide more suitable outlets for products of innovative farmers in terms of new or improved products. Thirdly, risk taking farmers who are brave in taking high-risk business activities with unknown returns, in achieving goals, and in seeking new opportunities (Shadbolt and Olubode-Awosola, 2016) tend to involve more in global supply chains. New opportunities provided by global supply chains may attract risk taking farmers to fulfill the market needs, such as investing in new technologies. They have positive expectations for the future returns on the investments (Marra et al. 2003). Fourthly, aggressively competitive farmers tend to secure their business by routinely monitoring the business environment, being aggressive over their competitors, and being reactive to the competitors’ threats (Lumpkin and Dess, 2001). Their efforts of being better over their competitors can be reflected by involving in global supply chains, which provide more opportunities to be explored. Lastly, autonomous farmers are independent in modifying business, free in making decisions and taking actions, and becoming the knowledge leader (Lumpkin at al. 2009). The tendency to be independent helps the farmers to decide any market they want to access, including markets in the global supply chains. To sum up, dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation facilitate farmers to involve more in global supply chains.

We found that entrepreneurial orientation improves farm performance. In relation to farmer characteristics (Table 1), the farm size is varied largely from thousands meter squares to 50 hectares. Only dimensions of proactiveness and innovativeness improve farm performance. By being proactive, farmers may take the advantage as early adopters to technology, which may provide higher production as one of the indicators of farm performance. Although the previous study found that entrepreneurial orientation improve farm performance in the long run (Grande et al. 2011), we extend their study by proving that entrepreneurial orientation also improves farm performance in the short run.

The results also show that farmers’ involvement in global supply chains positively influences farm performance (Figure 1). It indicates that global supply chains may change farmers’ orientation from supply-driven farmers to demand-driven farmers. We found that global supply chains give a positive impact on farmers including smallholders, which clarifies the debates on the positive or negative impacts of global supply chains for smallholders. Global supply chains provide positive impacts to smallholders if smallholders produce specific crops for the markets, and if the markets in the global supply chains provide better pricing mechanism for them compared to pricing mechanism of markets in traditional supply chains. Farmers who are engaged
in the contractual agreement with exporters or modern food retails will be encouraged to produce high quality products, which will be paid by high prices. This may have a positive consequence to farm performance. Hence, farmers who involve in global supply chains may enjoy high farm performance.

Managerial Implication

This paper proves that entrepreneurial orientation is important for farmers to involve in global supply chain and to improve farm performance. To take benefits from global supply chains, we suggest that farmers should take into account the dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation in their business practices. They may focus on being proactive in anticipating market needs in the future, innovating continuously to satisfy the market needs, carefully managing risks, monitoring routinely the business environment to anticipate competitors’ actions, and finally being independent in creating new business activities.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This paper aims to investigate the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on the farmers’ involvement towards global supply chain and farm performance, and in turn the impact farmer involvement in global supply chain on farm performance. The results reveal the important role of entrepreneurial orientation in encouraging farmers to participate in global supply chain and in gaining superior performance. Furthermore, we found that more participation in global supply chain give a positive impact on farm performance. These results are in line with the previous study indicating that entrepreneurial behavior of farmers improves their business performance and the performance of supply chain (Velde et al. 2006). Overall, our study provides an empirical support for the impact of entrepreneurial orientation, not only enabling farmers to access broader markets beyond domestic ones, but also enhancing farm performance.

Recommendations

We recognize some limitations. This paper does not incorporate either the entire global value chain of vegetables or the roles of other actors, including support providers and policies that enable or hinder the entrepreneurial orientation of farmers, other actors, and the overall value chain performance. We therefore suggest future studies could investigate the potential of the dynamic interactions among the entire components of the value chain and the degree of entrepreneurial orientation and their impact on the overall value chain performance.

Our results show that being entrepreneurial oriented helps farmers to involve in global supply chains, and in turn improves farm performance. We; therefore, recommend policy makers to support farmers to be more entrepreneurial, especially in adapting the market changes. We also suggest policy makers to facilitate farmers to have broader access to global supply chain, such as export markets or modern food retails, by improving farmers’ capacity in capturing opportunities and fulfilling these market requirements.
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